Twisted light transmission over 143 km
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Spatial modes of light can potentially carry a vast amount of information, making them promising candidates for both classical and quantum communication. However, the distribution of such modes over large distances remains difficult. Intermodal coupling complicates their use with common fibers, whereas free-space transmission is thought to be significantly influenced by atmospheric turbulence. Here, we show the transmission of orbital angular momentum modes of light over a distance of 143 km between two Canary Islands, which is 50× greater than the maximum distance achieved previously. As a demonstration of the transmission quality, we use superpositions of these modes to encode a short message. At the receiver, an artificial neural network is used for distinguishing between the different twisted light superpositions. The algorithm is able to identify different mode superpositions with an accuracy of more than 80% up to the third mode order and decode the transmitted message with an error rate of 8.33%. Using our data, we estimate that the distribution of orbital angular momentum entanglement over more than 100 km of free space is feasible. Moreover, the quality of our free-space link can be further improved by the use of state-of-the-art adaptive optics systems.

Significance

Light is the main carrier of information. Its spatial mode allows the encoding of more than 1 bit per photon, and thus can increase the information capacity. For communication purposes, these modes need to be transmitted over large distances. Nowadays, fiber-based solutions are in their infancy, which renders free-space transmission the only possibility. We present an experiment where we investigate the behavior of the spatial modes after a distance of 143 km. With the help of an artificial neural network, we distinguished different mode superpositions up to the third order with more than 80% accuracy. Our results indicate that with state-of-the-art adaptive optics systems, both classical communication and entanglement transmission is feasible over distances of more than 100 km.
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distribution observed on the white wall of the telescope Observatorio del Teide and analyze them with a pattern recognition algorithm based on an artificial neural network. By calculating the cross-talk, we find that the modal structure can be distinguished quite well even without the use of any adaptive optics correcting for the effects of atmospheric turbulence. Finally, to visualize the quality of the transmission, we use these modes to encode, transmit, and recover a short message.

In the experiment, we use the paraxial approximation of the full electromagnetic field, which leads to scalar solutions for light beams. For a more rigorous treatment of spatial modes with exact representations of the complete electromagnetic vector fields, see ref. 6. A solution to the paraxial wave equation defines the transverse structure of the light beam, and those orthogonal modes we call (transverse) spatial modes. The solution we work with are Laguerre–Gauss (LG) modes of light, which are characterized by a radial phase distribution exp(iαℓ), where the mode number ℓ can only take integer values and stands for the orbital angular momentum or topological charge of the photons (40). The radial mode number is zero in all experiments. In the center of the beam, a phase singularity leads to an intensity null along the beam axis, which gives OAM modes a ring-shaped intensity pattern. Equally weighted superpositions of LG modes with opposite OAM can be written as

$$LG_{\ell}^a(r, \varphi) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} (LG_{\ell+}\alpha}(r, \varphi) + e^{i\alpha} LG_{\ell-}\alpha}(r, \varphi)), $$

where α denotes the relative phase between the two modes. The transverse phase is radially uniform and has 2π phase jumps of π in the azimuthal direction, which leads to 2π maxima and minima arranged symmetrically in a ring. The phase α is directly related to the angular position of the structure γ = (360°/2π)α/2π. Hence, a simple determination of the angular position, e.g., by recording the intensity structure, can be used to reveal the relative phase in classical (36) and even in quantum experiments (37, 41, 42).

A schematic of the experimental setup for sending and receiving the spatial modes can be seen in Fig. 1. At the sending station on the island of La Palma, a green laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and a power of 60 mW was used for encoding the twisted light modes and their superpositions. The laser was modulated with a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM), which imprinted the spatial modes on the beam with holograms without amplitude modulation. Phase-only holograms, as used by us, produce vortex beams with a slightly different radial structure compared with LG modes. This difference is not relevant in our experiment. Then, the beam was magnified with a telescope to ~4-cm diameter, and transmitted with a high-quality f = 28 cm lens through 143 km of free space to the island of Tenerife, where the receiver was located. In vacuum, the beam diameter would be expected to be roughly 1.3 m, whereas we observe significantly larger beams due to beam spreading introduced by the atmosphere. At the receiver in Tenerife, the mode structure was observed on the white wall of an observatory (with a diameter of roughly 11 m) and recorded with a Nikon D3S camera with varying exposure times. A beacon laser shining back from Tenerife to La Palma was used for initial alignment. However, no active tracking or adaptive optics was used to correct the atmospheric turbulence during the data transmission itself. The recorded images were then analyzed to recover the encoded information in an automatized manner.

**Fig. 1.** (A) Sketch of the experimental setup. The sender is located on the roof of the Jacobus Kapteyn telescope on the island of La Palma and consists of a 60-mW laser with a wavelength of 532 nm modulated by an SLM. Different phase holograms on the SLM encode different spatial modes. The modes are magnified with a sending telescope and sent over 143 km to the receiver at the island of Tenerife. Extra mirrors used in the actual sending setup are not shown for simplicity. The structure of received modes is observed on the wall of the Optical Ground Station telescope owned by the ESA and recorded with a camera. (B) Photo of the sender taken during extremely turbulent conditions on La Palma. (Inset) Small vortices and eddies formed by the water vapor in the air are clearly visible. At the sending lens an ℓ = ±1 can be seen. Modes sent under these conditions were not discernible at the receiver. (C) Long-time exposure photo showing an OAM superposition of ℓ = ±1 being transmitted over the Caldera de Taburiente (silhouetted in black) from La Palma to Tenerife. (Insets) Note that the double-lobed modal structure of the beam is clearly visible. A theoretical plot of the mode superposition cross-section is shown for comparison.
Fig. 1B shows the sending setup in very strong turbulence conditions on La Palma. Vortices and eddies formed by water vapor droplets in the air can be clearly seen in Fig. 1B (Inset). We were unable to recognize any spatial modes transmitted during such atmospheric conditions. The long-time exposure photograph in Fig. 1C was taken under much better atmospheric conditions and shows an $\ell = \pm 1$ superposition being transmitted from La Palma to Tenerife, over the edge of the crater wall of the Caldera de Taburiente. The insets show that the doublelobed structure of the mode is clearly visible in the transmitted beam.

To characterize the turbulence, we took long-time exposure photographs of a Gaussian beam shining back from the receiver toward the sender at La Palma and investigated the observed beam spread. Without atmosphere one would expect a point-spread function (PSF) with an FWHM = $\lambda/D$, where $D$ is the effective aperture of the objective. Propagation through turbulent media enlarges the diameter of the PSF, which leads to an FWHM of, and can be characterized by the Fried parameter $r_0$ that is defined by $r_0 = \lambda^2/4\pi D$. We used an Olympus E-M10 camera and an objective with an f-stop of f/5.6 and focal length $f = 200$ mm to record images of the tracking beam at La Palma. The effective aperture of this system was $D = 35$ mm and therefore twice as big as the expected $r_0$. During the observation period, the Fried parameter varied between 0.4 and 1.3 cm, which is consistent with measurements over the same link from earlier years (43) and is considered to demonstrate strong turbulence.

We performed the measurements over 10 successive nights. On four of these nights we analyzed data for mode superpositions, and on two nights we recorded pure vortex modes. On the remaining four nights the weather conditions were too bad to recognize any mode structure. This was either because of fog or clouds between the two islands that significantly reduced the received laser intensity, or because of the presence of strong turbulence that significantly degraded the mode quality. In these cases, the Fried parameter $r_0$ of the link was below 1 cm. For more details, see Table S2.

When the Fried parameter $r_0$ was above 1 cm, we were able to discern the OAM modes received at Tenerife. Examples of four such OAM mode superpositions as well as four pure vortex modes are shown in Fig. 2. The lobed modal structure is clearly visible for modes with $\ell = \pm 1$, $\pm 2$, and $\pm 3$ in Fig. 2 A–D. The relative phase of $\pi$ introduced in the $\ell = \pm 3$ mode superposition is clearly seen to rotate the mode structure by an angle of $\pi/3$ in Fig. 2 C and D. Examples of different pure vortex modes ($\ell = 3$, 4, 5, and 7) received after 143 km are shown in Fig. 2 E–H. As expected, the mode diameter gets larger as the OAM quantum number $\ell$ is increased, and is seen to approach the size of the telescope wall for $\ell = 7$.

In the next step, we estimate the quality of the transmission. We are only interested in the quality of the relative phase of LG superpositions; thus, a full mode decomposition (which would require the complete complex mode) is not required. The advantage of our method is that the relative phase of LG superpositions is visible directly from intensity measurements, thus allowing us to estimate their quality in the transmission from the recorded images alone. The mapping of observed intensities to the relative-phase information was done with a pattern recognition algorithm which, for every image, returns the most likely relative phase (see Supporting Information and Table S1 for more details).

The algorithm is based on an artificial unsupervised neural network, also known as a self-organizing feature map (44, 45). The idea, which has been used and explained in detail in ref. 36, is to supply the neural network with a training set of images. The images are then characterized automatically according to their respective features. After this training phase, the network can analyze real data in the form of images. The training set consists of images that were sent through the same turbulent link, allowing the algorithm to automatically find a robust characterization of images of modes exposed to turbulence.

Using this detection method, we are able to calculate cross-talk matrices between the sent and received modes. The cross-talk matrix shows to what quality the neural network was able to correctly identify the received image (more details in Supporting Information). We analyze superposition structures and their angular rotations, which correspond to different relative phases $\Delta \alpha$ between the modes (Fig. 3, Upper). For $\ell = \pm 1$ we accumulate 250 images with 8 different relative phases of $\Delta \alpha = \pi/4$, which correspond to 8 different spatial orientations. Forty of those images (five per orientation) are used for training of the neural network. After the training phase, the remaining 210 images are analyzed by the network one after another. Comparing the input and the output of the neural network, we find that nearly 80% of the talk matrices between the sent and received modes. The cross-talk matrix shows to what quality the neural network was able to correctly identify the received image (more details in Supporting Information). We analyze superposition structures and their angular rotations, which correspond to different relative phases $\Delta \alpha$ between the modes (Fig. 3, Upper). For $\ell = \pm 1$ we accumulate 250 images with 8 different relative phases of $\Delta \alpha = \pi/4$, which correspond to 8 different spatial orientations. Forty of those images (five per orientation) are used for training of the neural network. After the training phase, the remaining 210 images are analyzed by the network one after another. Comparing the input and the output of the neural network, we find that nearly 80%
of the different rotation angles of the structure were correctly identified. For \( t = \pm 2 \) with four different settings of \( \Delta \alpha = \pi/2 \), 84\% of the mode images were correctly identified. For superpositions made up of \( t = \pm 3 \), two different relative phases \( \Delta \alpha = \pi/2 \) were identified with nearly 83\% certainty. From this, a channel capacity can be calculated of 2.24 bits, 1.45 bits, and 0.39 bits per shot, for \( t = \pm 1, \pm 2, \) and \( \pm 3 \), respectively. On certain nights, the atmospheric conditions did not allow small phase changes to be identified very well, as seen by the success rate of 22.7\% for \( t = \pm 1 \) and \( \Delta \alpha = \pi/4 \) (Fig. 3D). By restricting ourselves to a smaller subset of these modes, we were able to increase the success rate to 47.8\% and 88.9\% for \( \Delta \alpha = \pi/2 \) and \( \Delta \alpha = \pi \), respectively. Verifying the presence of OAM entanglement requires one to measure different mode superpositions with at least \( \Delta \alpha = \pi/2 \). This indicates that in certain conditions where quantum communication would break down, classical communication using OAM states might still be possible. By analyzing the neural network, we estimate the expected visibility in a quantum entanglement experiment to be \( \sim \)60\%, which indicates that the distribution of quantum entanglement over this link encoded in spatial modes is not prevented by atmospheric turbulence (see Supporting Information for more details).

As a final test of the transmission quality, we encoded a short message (“Hello World!”) in modes \( t = \pm 1 \) with four different relative phases corresponding to \( \Delta \alpha = \pi/2 \) (Fig. 4). The message was encoded using a 64-letter alphabet with upper- and lowercase letters, as well as numbers, space, and exclamation mark. In this alphabet, every letter needs 6 bits of information for encoding. We encoded each letter by using three consecutively transmitted superposition modes, with each mode in one out of four phase settings. Thus, each mode carries 2 bits of information, which leads to \( 4^{2} = 2^{2} = 64 \) settings. We recorded five 1-s-long exposures of every mode, resulting in a total of 180 images. Out of these, 72 images were chosen at random and used to train the neural network. The network then analyzed the remaining 108 images to decode the message. Each letter was redundantly encoded three times as a simple form of error correction. The network decoded the message as “Hello WorldP,” where the last letter contains one (out of three) wrongly detected mode. The error per letter is 8.33\% (1 out of 12 letters is wrong), the error per bit is 1.4\% (1 out of 72 bits is wrong). The individual modes were identified correctly with a probability of 76.3\%. The complete transmission (including delimiters) took 271 s, which corresponds to a speed comparable to that of smoke signaling—the first form of long-distance communication in ancient times (46), or to that of communication with neutrinos (47).

### Alphabet:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
00\alpha & 00\beta & 00\gamma & 01\alpha & 01\beta & 01\gamma & 02\alpha & 02\beta & 02\gamma & 03\alpha & 03\beta & 03\gamma & 04\alpha & 04\beta & 04\gamma \\
05\alpha & 05\beta & 05\gamma & 10\alpha & 10\beta & 10\gamma & 11\alpha & 11\beta & 11\gamma & 12\alpha & 12\beta & 12\gamma & 13\alpha & 13\beta & 13\gamma \\
14\alpha & 14\beta & 14\gamma & 19\alpha & 19\beta & 19\gamma & 20\alpha & 20\beta & 20\gamma & 21\alpha & 21\beta & 21\gamma & 22\alpha & 22\beta & 22\gamma \\
23\alpha & 23\beta & 23\gamma & 28\alpha & 28\beta & 28\gamma & 29\alpha & 29\beta & 29\gamma & 30\alpha & 30\beta & 30\gamma & 31\alpha & 31\beta & 31\gamma \\
32\alpha & 32\beta & 32\gamma & 37\alpha & 37\beta & 37\gamma & 38\alpha & 38\beta & 38\gamma & 39\alpha & 39\beta & 39\gamma & 40\alpha & 40\beta & 40\gamma \\
41\alpha & 41\beta & 41\gamma \\
\end{array}
\]

### Encoding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>setting</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transmitted: 'Hello World!'

La Palma: \( \mathbf{H} \rightarrow 0,2,0 \rightarrow \)

Received: 'Hello WorldP'

Tenerife: \( \rightarrow 0,2,0 \rightarrow \mathbf{H} \)
The quality of the received OAM modes was primarily reduced due to turbulence near the sender—aabove the Taburiente caldera. The outgoing laser beam was shifted laterally by this turbulence, effectively smearing out the modes received at Tenerife. This first-order effect can be corrected to some extent by using a tip-tilt mirror that relies on a beacon laser sent from Tenerife. The correction speed is limited by three primary factors: (i) the physical interisland distance of 143 km, which corresponds to a travel time of 0.5 ms; (ii) the processing speed of the computer running the correction software; and (iii) the tip-tilt mirror speed and response time. To improve the mode quality in future experiments, one would need to address all three of these points. The physical distance limitation can be addressed by having a second beacon laser closer to the sender. One could illuminate the edge of the caldera wall with a laser beam, thus creating a second “guide star” closer to the sender. This would provide information exclusively about the local turbulence around the sender, which causes a stronger effect on the lateral movement of the received modes than turbulence around the receiver. The second point can be simply addressed by using a fast computer and modern turbulence-compensation software. Finally, a small, two-axis, piezo-controlled mirror placed just before the sending lens could provide fast tip-tilt correction.

Taking all these improvements into account, we believe that the quality of the modes received after 143 km of propagation can be improved substantially in future experiments. Furthermore, with this increased pointing stability, performing quantum experiments with the OAM of photons should be feasible (37).

In conclusion, we have investigated the transmission of twisted light modes and their superpositions over a 143-km free-space link between the two Canary Islands, La Palma and Tenerife. Without any active compensation for the effects of turbulence, we find that the relative orientations of the first three higher-order mode superpositions can be distinguished with an average success probability of 82%. This indicates that the long-distance distribution of quantum entanglement of orbital angular momentum modes might be feasible in the future. To demonstrate the quality of the link, we transmitted and successfully decoded a short message encoded in the twisted light superpositions. We do not consider this method as real communication but merely the demonstration of the transmission quality of modes. However, the application of state-of-the-art adaptive optics such as those used in simple and efficient intensity-based methods (48) could further improve the link quality, potentially enabling its application in a multiplexing scheme for classical communication (39). Furthermore, the effective thickness of the atmosphere is 6 km (49), which is well below our link distance, indicating that earth-to-satellite communication with spatially encoded modes is not limited by atmospheric turbulence.
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